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The Lorax becomes enraged when an entrepreneur builds a factory to make thneeds from Truffula

trees, and creates so much pollution that the fish and the birds are forced to migrate. Praised by

critics, the excellent Spanish translation of Dr. Seuss's marvelous ecological tale retains the rhyme

and flavor of the original.
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Review, USA Today, April 22, 2008: "The Lorax. . . has been a perennial favorite of kids and

parents since it was published in 1971." --foreign

By Dr. Seuss, Illustrated by Dr. Seuss

This book is not just a children's book but so much more! Every family should have this as a staple

in their home. It is so relevant to the world today that it is almost inconceivable that it was written in

1971, 46 years ago. The environmental issues alone are a must read for everyone. Get it for a very

young child so they can begin to learn responsibility now for the world we live in.



My copy is missing half the book. The story abruptly stops and the last few pages are just blank.

Definitely disappointed!Update-  sent me a 2nd book. This one is in tact. Much happier now. Really

can't go wrong with Dr. Seuss!

My cousin's baby shower requests a book in place of a card and I had to choose this bc it's been

my favorite Dr. Seuss book since I was a kid! Came in perfect shape bc it was perfectly packaged!

My favorite Dr. Seuss book and funny thing is that, almost 50 years later, the message is still very

much current today.My kids love it too and what's best, the content makes them ask questions, as

sometimes it's hard for them to get all the nuances in the book.I recommend it as an addition to

everyone's library.

Cute story for young kids. Easy for beginning readers. Book arrived within the allotted time frame

and was well packaged. Good pricing on this book at . Ellen P.

This was a gift for my 7 year old granddaughter. They were celebrating Dr Seuss's birthday at

school all week. She enjoyed being to read each book being featured at school

What a wonderful book. Purchased for a baby shower as cherished/favorite books were requested

for the baby in lieu of cards. My note inside was "Sweet Baby you are lucky to be born to a Mama

who WILL teach you to speak for the trees and we need more people like that in the world". My

boyfriend who is almost 50 had never heard this book so before I gave it as a gift I made him sit

down and read it to him......ha ha

If you know the story, you love it. This book is a good size for reading together and it's printed on

recycled paper without killing any Truffula Trees.
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